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Introduction 

The management of many sports fisheries is partly dependent upon informa

tion obtained through a creel census of the fishermen. Various types of data 

are collected in a creel census, including number of fish caught, amount of 

fishing time expended on the catch, proportion of marked or tagged fish in the 

catch, and morphometric data on the captured fish. The primary objective, 

however, is ordinarily considered to be the estimation of fishing mortality, 

or total number of fish removed by fishermen, since information on proportion 

of marked fish and on the morphometric characteristics of the fish population 

is obtainable by other, more efficient field methods. We shall, therefore, 

restrict our attention here to the problem of estimating total catch and total 

fishing effort. 

A complete census of fishermen over a lake or stream is almost impossible 

to obtain due to practical limitations on the number of field personnel; conse

quently, creel censuses are usually designed as sample censuses. A ratio-type 

method of estimation frequently employed to estimate the total catch consists 

essentially of applying an estimated catch rate (ntimber of fish caught per 

fishing hour) to the estimated total effort. This method of estimation exploits 

the facts that number of fish caught per fisherman, as measured by individual 

fisherman interviews, is positively correlated with the number of hours fished, 

and that the total number of hours fished by all fishermen can be estimated 

from easily obtained counts of the number of fishermen present at randomly 

chosen times during the day. The sampling design to be described here is 

constructed specifically to provide the data for an unbiased ratio-type estimate 

of total catch. Such a design will, of course, also provide the data for the 

unbiased estimation of total fishing effort and of the sampling error variance 

of the estimators. 

Design of the Sample 

The population of fishermen present on the given lake or stream through 
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the fishing season is considered to be stratified through space and time. The 

.tota~ area of the fishery is partitioned into N geographic segments in ·such 

a way that each segment supports approximately the same amount of fishing. A 

fishing season is stratified into weeks, and the weeks further stratified into 

three periods consisting of the five week-day period and each of the two 

weekend days. Fishing pressure varies systematically through the season and_ 

is>much heavier on weekends than on weekdays; the stratification through ~ime 

removes this systematic variation from the sampling error variance. Week-day 

holidays would also be separated into individual strata. 

~lithin a given week-day period including, say, D days, the creel census 

is to be conducted on each of d randomly selected days. A crew of n enumerators 

conducts the census on n randomly selected area segments, each enumerator spend

ing the entire day in his assigned area keeping a continuous record of the 

number of fishermen present and recording each man's catch from the area, The 

n sample segments are selected without replacement but independently on each 

of the d days. 

· Counts of the number of fishermen present in the entire fishery are to be 

made by an (n+l)st man on each of the d selected census days. His procedure 

is to traverse the fishery systematically but starting at a randomly chosen 

place and a randomly chosen time, counting all fishermen as he proceeds. A 

relatively rapid means of transportation is employed for the counting trip so. 

that K complete circuits of the fishery could be made by continuous travel 

throughout the fishing day. For the sample, k of these K possible starting 

times are randomly selected without replacement, If fishing pressure is known 

to be linevenly distributed through the fishing day then stratification of this 

sample of starting times should be used; for example, the day might be parti

tioned into a morning stratum and an afternoon stratum, with a sample of k1 
beirig chosen·from the K1 possible starting times in the morning and~ from 

the K2 possibilities in the afternoon, 

SYffibolic Description of ~ Population and Sample Data 

The N area segments of the fishery are regarded as being numbered from l 

to N so that a random sample of n segments is obtained by randomly chQ?ing a 

combination of n integers from the first N integers. Such a combination of n 

• 
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integers will be denoted generically by the symbol Jn; there are then (~) 
different subsets J of the set (l,2,o••,N), each of which is equally likely 

n 
to be chosen for the sample. Similarly, Id will be used to denote a combina-

tion of d integers chosen from (l,2,•••,D) and Hk denotes a subset of k integers 

from the set (l,2,•••,K). A set notation of this sort is required for,a precise 

description of samples from a finite population. 

The information being sought for a particular portion (stratum) of the 

fishing season includes the total number X of man hours fished and the total 

number Y of fish caught. In terms of the population structure defined above, 

D N 
X=E EX.j 

i=l j=l ~ 

where Xij is the total number of man hours fished on the i'th day at the j 1th 

segment and Y is similarly defined in terms of the corresponding Yij" The 

number of man hours X .. may, in turn, be expressed as the integral of a counting 
~J 

function c .. (t) over the entire day, where c .. (t) is the number of fishermen 
~J ~J 

pre:sent·at timet in the j'th segment on day i. As indicated in Figure 1, 

cij(t) is a step function with discontinuities at the points in time when 

fishermen enter or depart from the stratum. Time is most conveniently measured 

from an origin defined by the start of the fishing day, and the length of the 

fishing day is assumed to be an integer (=K) multiple of the number of hours 

required, say ~ hours, for the completion of a counting trip; consequently, 

0 s t :; Kt3~ 

Figure 1. An example illustrating the form of the counting function c .. (t) 
lJ 
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Since Xij is the area under the graph of' cij(t)'. 

... Kf3 
X . . =S c.j(t)dt • 
~J 0 ~ 

If t 1,•••,tm are the points in time when fishermen enter or leave the segment, 

then 
m 

xij=a!o(ta+l-ta)cij(ta) 

w~ere t 0=01 tm+l=Kf3 1 and where c1j(t0 ) is the number of fishermen present during 

the interval from t to t 1 • a a+ 
The information assembled in the sample creel census conducted by the n 

enumerators includes, for each of d randomly chosen days, the effort Xij and 

the. catch Y. j in n randomly chosen sample segments, This may be rephrased in 
. ~ 

terms of' the set notation defined earlier to state that x1j and Y .. are observed 
(i) ~J 

for each i and j such that i belongs to Id and j belongs to Jn • 

Also included in the sample are the fisherman counts made on k counting 

trips during each of'.the d census days. The k starting times are selected at 

random and without replacement from the possible times t=O, t=~, t=2~ 1 •••, t=(K-1)~, 

A counting trip during the h'th time interval on day i will reach the J'th area 

segment at some time t, (h-1)~ S t ~ h~, resulting in an observed count cijh o The 

total number of' fishermen observed on all k trips on day i may then be expressed 

as 

N 
E E c1 'h 

he~ j=l J 

Estimation £! Total Fishing Eff'ort 

A counting trip starting at time (h-1)~ on day i is begun at a randomly 

chosen place on the route; this ensures that the j'th area segment is "equally 

likely11 to be visited at any time during the interval from (h-1)13 to h~. The 

timet at which the J'th segment is counted is therefore a uniformly distributed 

chance variable on this interval, and the count cijh(t) is a chance variable 

having an expected value of 
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for a fixed i, j and h. ··This function is, except for the factor ~' the area 

under the graph of cij(t) between (h-1)13 and hl3; hence, l3cijh is an estimate 

of the total man hours fished, say Xijh' in the jtth segment during the time 

(h-1)13 to hl3 on day i. The starting time is also chosen at random, however, and 
A. 

the expected value of the estimate Xijh=l3cijh over all possible starting times is 

- xiJ 
- K • 

Consequently, an unbiased estimate of x1j is 

- N2. ~ c "h· - k (i) lJ 
Hk 

and an unbiased estimate of the total effort X. on the i'th census day is 
~ 

• 

Finally, since the d census days were also randomly selected, an unbiased estimate 

of the total fishing effort X over all D days is 
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A noteworthy feature of the mechanics of this estimation procedure is that 

the counting man, himself, need not record his count by area segment if the 

time at which be reaches each of the n sample segments being censused is 

recorded. The continuous records of the census enumerators will give the 

counts cijh at the recorded times of visit, and subtraction of tbes~ from the · 

count man's total will give the desired sum of the cijb over the N-n segments 

numbered in J~=~ . A · · 

· Sa.I!lpling error in X is seen to arise from several sourees corresponding to 

the several stages of sampling. First, there is the error in ~cijb as an 

estimate of Xijb; second, ignoring this first error, there would still be error 

in 

as an estimate of Xij; and finally, ignoring these errors, there would still be 

error in 

as an estimate of X. The presence of these three kinds of error in the error of 
A 

the estimate X-X may be illustrated algebraically by the identity 

• 

A A A 2 
The error variance of x, Var(X)=E(X-X) , is, likewise, made up of three 

. . 
components since the three error of estimate components_defined above are un-

correlated1 and each has mean o. Thus, 
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~ 2 ~DK }a {n -v J·a -v 2 E(X-X) =E -dk E ~ ) E_(t3ci .h-Xi .h) +E d t 4 )(X.j-X .. +E(X-X) 
I Jti H(1J J J I Jti 1 ~J 
d N-n k d N-n 

The third component of variance, due to fishing pressure differences between 

days, is easily seen to have the familiar form 

The second component v2, due to variation among periods within days, takes 

a more complicated form 

where a~j is the variance among periods in the i'th day and j 1th segment 

and aijj' is the covariance between the number of hours fished per period in the 

two segments j and J' on day i, 

• 
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The first component v1, due to variation within a ~-qour period, is 

where afjh is the variance, through time, of the number of fishermen present 

in segment j between the times (h-1)~ and h~ on day i, 

Notice that 

K N NKf3 N K 
E E a~ jh = ~ E 5 c~ j (t)dt- E EX~ 'h • 

h=l j=l ~ j=l 0 ~ j=l h=l l.J 

The covariance aijj'h between the fisherman counts in segments j and j 1 in the 

h'th interval of day i is dependent upon the distance between the two segments 

in terms of travel time. If~;., is the amount of time required to travel from 
JJ 

segment j to segment j 1 then 1 , .. 

' (h-l)~+f3jj' ' . . . 
aijj'h = ~ S c.j(t+~-~ .. ,)ci . 1 (t)dt 

(h-1)~ ]. JJ J 

The first integral accounts for the cases where the counting trip is started at 

a point on the route from segment j to segment j', and the second integral covers 

the cases in which the trip is started between segment j 1 and segment j. 

Estimation of Var(X) may also be carried out in essentially three steps 

corresponding to the three components of error variance. First, the statistic 
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EL = D(D-d) ) ~X2 - l( E X. )2} 
-x d(d-1) (r 1 k r 1 

d d 

is an unbiased estimate of Var(~)- ~(V1+V2 ); and second, the statistic 

' K K l N-n-1 2 2 l 2 l 2 
+ -l [ E ( (E)Xijh)- 4.) EX .. h- -K( E(')Xi.) + -K 4.)xi.] 

n h=l J i J\~ h=l lJ J ~ J Jt~ J 
n n n n 

is an unbiased estimate, term for term, or the component v2 • For computational 

purposes, this estimator may be collapsed to 

V = D2K(N-n)(K-k) E { (N-n-1)[ ~ ( 4 X .. )2- 1( E X .. )2 J 
2 d2kN(n-l)(K-l) I j=l J(i) ~Jh K J(i) ~J 

d . n n 
~ . . 

-(N-2n)[ 4.) ~ x~jh- ~ 4. )x~.·]·]· ; 
J(~ h=l Jt~ J 
n n 

however, the correspondence betvreen the terms of the estimate and the terms of 

the parameter v2 are lost by this reduction. The within period component of 

error variance v1 may be estimated in several ways without bias but with varying 

degrees of precision and corresponding varying degrees of computational dif-
.· 

ficulty. The preferred, more precise estimate ·is 

V = D2 K(N-n) E [~ E() tc~j(t)dt- .~ 4.)X~.h 
1 d2 kn I J i 0 ~ h=l J(~ ~J 

d n · n 

N-n-1 K { (h-~)t3+!3jj' 
+ ---:--1 E l;,) t3 S cij'(t)c .. (t+t)-f3 .. ,)dt 

n h=l J(~ (h-1)13 ~J JJ 
n 
jh' 

~ ] +13 S c.j 1 (t)c .. (t-f3.j 1 )dt-X .. hxi.'h] 
(h-l)t3+f3 .. ; ~ ~J J ~J J 

JJ 
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Since the functions ci .(t) are step functions, all integrals in this estimate 
J ~ 

may be expressed (and computed) as summations. The aovariance term in V 1 
involves dn(n-1) integrals, each of which essentially requires the construction 

of two graphs; a graph of the function cij 1 (t)cij (t+(:)-(:) jj 1 ) and a graph of · •· 

ciJ'(t)cij(t-(:)jjl). A graph of cij 1 (t)cij(t+(:)•(:)Jj') may be constructed by first 

superimposing the graph of cij (t) on the graph of c1 j 1 ~-t), with the graph of 

cij 1 (t) translated (:)-f3JJ' units to the right as illustrated in Figure 2. The 

graph of the product is then easily obtained as shown at the bottom of Figure 2 

and the area under the graph computed in a straightforward manner. A graph of 

cij, (t)~iJ (t-f.) Jj 1 ) is obtained in a similar manner, transiating cij 1 ( t) to the 

left (:) j j 1 ·units • 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

0 

3f3-f3jj' 3f3 

-

u 

·--·Cij 

--- cij' 

I 

3f3 

Figure 2. The top figure shows the graph of c1j(t) superimposed on the graph of 

cij 1 (t) with the latter translated (:)-(:)jj' units to the right. The 

lower figure plots the product of these two functions in their trans

late_cl ,P9~ition,. giv,ing cij'(t)cij(t+(:)-f3jj 1 ) for··the ,intervals (h-1)(:) 

to (h-l)f3+f3jj'" 
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If n is large then the number of such graphs, being of the order n2 , 

becomes prohibitive. An alternative estimator which utilizes the counts cijh 

made by the counting man to estimate the covariance term is 

1$ K 
5 c~. (t)dt- E t;_) x~jh 
0 J h=l Jtl. l. . 

n 

This statistic is also an unbiased estimator of the within period component of 

the error variance, but is subject. to a much larger sampling error than the 
" estimator vl 0 

"" An unbiased estimator of the sampling variance of X may·now be formed by ... . ... 
combining the three statistics ~' v2 and vl into 

In addition, an estimator of the between-day component of the sampling variance 

is available now in the form of 

The purpose of estimating sampling variance is,- of course, to provide some ... 
measure of the precision of .the estimates X. 

vided by the confidence interval 

" ;~ ... X ! 2 Var(X) 

" 

Ordinarily, this measure is pro-

based upon the assumption that X is approximately normally distributed. Variance 

component estimates also permit the experimenter to estimate the change in 

precision he coul~ expect by changing the sampling rate at any or all stages.·bf 

sampling processo 
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Estimation of the Total Catch -- - ,.. 
The purpose of constructing an unbiased estimator x1 of the total effort Xi 

on the 11th census day is primarily to provide the data for a ratio estimate of 

the total catch on day i. The observed catch-rate in the sample of n area ,.. 
segments, multiplied by the estimate Xi' forms an estimate of the total catch 

Yi. This ratio estimate of Yi is biased, however; and, as pointed out by Goodman 

and Hartley [1], the bias may be substantial. An alternative, unbiased ratio

type estimator has been constructed by Hartley and Ross [ 2] for the special 

, case where the Xi is known; in the present notation, this Hartley-Ross estimator 

has the f·orm 

y =· { 1 4 2J_} 1 X - Ji:1 4 X 1 + ll:1 4 Y 
i n Jli) Xij i n-1 J\i) ij n-1 J\i) ij 

n n n 
• 

,.. 
Since our es.timator Xi is unbiased and is, furthermore, statistically independent 

of the mean ratio 

... ·: 

1 
-- 4 r - n Jti) ij 

n 

then the estimator 

Y=- r x--·X +- Y "' ~ 1 ] ~ "' N-1 . } N-1 
· i . n JAi) ij i n-1 J~i) ij n-1 J~i) ij 

is also unbiased. An unbiased estimate of the total catch Y for the entire D days 

is then 

Again, the error of estimate may be expressed as a sum of uncorrelated error 

components with the result that sampling error variance is also made up of variance 

components. First, we observe that 
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.: ~. 

or, letting 

then 
A D A hJ 

Y-Y = d Iz (Yi-Yi)+(Y-Y) 
d 

• 

"'--' 
Next, recalling the form of the Hartley-Ross estimator Y., we see that 

~ 

or, since X.j=X .. for all j belonging to Jn(i), 
~ ~J 

A 1 ,.. .· ····rv 

Y1.-Y1. = (- E r 1 .) ~ )(x.j ... x.j)+(Y.-Y.) 
n J(i) J Jli ~ 1 1 1 

n N-n 

Finally, from the previous section, we have 

so that 

D +- L: 
d I 

d 

,-v 

(Y.-Y. )+(Y-Y) 
~ l • 

• 
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The four components of the error of estimate each have an expected value of 

0 and, while they are not statistically independent, they are uncorrelated with ,. ·. ' 

one another. Consequently, the sampling variance of Y is expressible as the sum 

of four components, say 

The last component c4 is simply 

,v 2 c4 = E(Y-Y) 

and, as in the previous section, this component is ultimately estimated from the 

corresponding statistic 

which is iteslf an estimate of 

" " " Thus, once the estimates c1,c2 and c3 Oecome available then c4 may be estimated 

from Sy by 

The third component is· expressible as . 
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,-.J 

where Var(Yi) is the variance of a Hartley-Ross ratio estimator for the i'th day. 

Goodman and Hartley give this variance in its limiting form as N~oo 

where Ri is the mean value of the ratio rij=Yij/Xij in the population. The 

exact variance of the Hartley-Ross estimator for the case N finite has been com

puted by Robson [3 ] and expressed in terms of multivariate, multipart cumulants 

which Tukey [ 4] calls ~p6lyka.ys. Polykays are denoted by a set of vectors enclosed 

in square brackets, with the (integer) elements of the vectors representing the 

degree of the cumulant in each of the variables. In the present case the vectors 

contain three elements corresponding to the degree of each of the three variables 

Xij'Yi. and rij• For example, the first cumulant of rij is expressed as R = 
[(OOl)Jt, the variance of rij' 

1 N 
Var (r ij) = 'N-1 j:ir ij-Ri )2 1 

is denoted by [(002)]', and the covariance between Xij and rij is written 

[(101)]'. For the purpose at hand we shall merely use polykays as a convenient 

notation for_ reducin~1 .-'Very tedio~-- and uninteresting formulas into a compact 

form; the reader is referred to the cited papers by Tukey and Robson for the 

details of the algebra involved. The variance of Y. is expressed in terms of 
J. 

polykays is 

Var(Y) = N(:-n) t [(020))1+ [(OOl)(OOl)(200)] 1-2((00l)(ll0)] 1 

+ Ny~:l) [(200)(002)] 1+ N(~~l) [(101) (lOll] J , 
The subscript i has been omitted in this formula. Each term appearing in the 

formula represents a rather formidable polynomial function of the moments, as 

will be seen below in the estimation formulas; for interpretive purposes_, hmrever, 
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• it ~y be noted that as N gets large th:i.~·1 variance approaches term by term to 

the limiting value given earlier. 
AI 

An unbiased estimate of Var(Yi) is obtained by substituting into the above 

formula the unbiased estima.tes of the polykays. Computing formulas for these 

estimates are given below. All subscripts have been omitted, and sums are 

understood to extend over the set J(i) of swmple se~ent numbers; in addition, . n 
the product n(n-l)•••(n-8+1) is abbreviated to (n)8• 

• [(020) J = (!)2 { IJI:I"-(EY)2) 

[(001) (001) (200)] = -b- ) (n-2)EX2 (Er )2 -2(n-l)EXYEr-(n-2)EX2 Er2+2ni:Y2 
\n/4 (. . 

-4!XEYr·2 (EY)2+ (!X )2Er2+4!XE'iEr-(!X )2 (Er )2 f 
[(001)(110)) = (!)3 { (n-l)!XlEr-nEy2+!XEYr+(EY)2-!XE'iEr] 

[ ( 200 )( 002) ] = (!) 4 f (n2- 3n+l )!X2Er2•n (n•l) EY"- (n-2 ){!X )2Er2 

+2(n-l)EX~Yr-(n-2)EX2 (Er)2+2(n-l)EXYI:r 

+2(EY)2-4!XE'iEr+(!X)2 (Er)2} , 

.. 1 

· · [{lOl){lOl)] ~ t!\ { (n-l){n-2){EY)2-n(n-l)Ey2+2(n-l){~Elr 
+EXYI:r-EX~YEr)+EX2Er2-EX2 (Er)2 

-(!X )2Er2+(!X J2(Er )2] 
These same expressions with n replaced by N and with sums extending over the 

entire range, l'to N, define the population polykays appearing in the formula for 
,.,., /'\. ""' 

Var(Y1). With these computing formulas an unbiased estimate Var(Y1 ) is obtained 

for each o£ the d sample days to give the following unbiased estimate of c3 · 
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The second component c2 of error variance is expressible in terms of the 

between-period variances cr~j and covariances aijj' defined earlier for expres

sing the variance component v2; thus, 

D~ N N N N 
~ .(n-1)( ~ r .. )[( ~ r .. )( ~ cr~.)-2 ~ r .. cr~.] 

. l . j l l.J . l l.J . l l.J j l l.J l.J l.= = J= J= = 

N N N 
+(N-n-1)( ~ r 2i.)( ~ cr 21j)-(N-2n) ~ r~.cr~. 

. l J j l . l l.J l.J J= = J= 

n-l N N N N 
+N 3(~:r.j)[(~r .. )(~ a ... ,)-~ r .. cr ... ,] 

- j=l l. . j=l l.J j~jl l.JJ j~j' l.J l.JJ 

(N-n-2) ( N 2 ) ( N ) N-2n-l N 2 } 
+ N-3 ~ rij ~ 0 i · ·r- N-3 ~ r . . a ... , 

j=l j~j' JJ j~jl l.J l.JJ 

N-n-1 
+ N-2 

N 
2 

~ ri . cri . 'j n 
Jh'~J" J J 

• 

An unbiased estimator of c2, which is unbiased term by term according to the 

second formula for c2, is 
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where all sum~ .extend over the set J(i) for day 1. Computing formulas were . . . n . . 
given earlier for the 'terms ta~j and taiJj 1; the only additional formulas now 

required are 

! ~ ; l . . . ~ : ·i · · -- K 2 ' . I 
= K=I [ r.r ij t xijh- 'K .EXij YiJ J 

h=l 

-

~ ~ { (l:r iliJ ){IXij )-J:Yfj} J 

I'.r ijaijj I = K~~ [ ~l { (l:r i.fiJh){IXijh)-l:r 1!fJh J 

-~f IXijEYij-IXilij } J 

where, again, all sums extend over J~i) unless otherwise indicated. 

The first component of error variance, 
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i: expressible in terms of the variances cr~jh and covariances crijj'h within 

periods as 

D K { N 2 2 n-1 2 L: E E r . cr . , + - L: r .. r .. 1 cr . 1 r 
i=l h=l j~j' iJ iJ h N-2 j~j'~J'' ~J ~J iJ h 

N-n-1 r 2 
+ N-2 ;_ L: r · j 0 • j 1 • r 1 h 

Jh'~jlf ~ ~ J 

nwl JJ +- E r .. r .,cr. ·11 ·ttr 
N-3 jfj'~j 11 ~j 111 ~j iJ ~J J h 

A term by term unbiased estimator of c1 is then 

K i 

C~ = D2K(N-n) E t l [( 2 ) ( 2 ) 2 2 J 
l 4 - 1 Eri . Ecr1 'h -Er . . a. 'h 

d2 kn2 Id h=l n- J J ~J ~J 

2 2 1. N-n-1 [ ( ( 2 J 
+2Erij 0 ijhlt' (n-l)(n-2) r:~ ) L: 0 i'' 1h)- L: ri.cr. · ''h 

J j~j' JJ jh' J ~JJ 

-2(Er .. )( E r .. cr ... ,h)+2 E r~.cr ... ,h ]~ 
~J Jh r ~J ~JJ jh' ~J ~-JJ J 

where all sums extend over the set J~i) for day i. No.tice, for computing purposes, 

that the sum over the index h may be performed first; for example, 



K K 
~ ~.)r~jcr~.h = ~.)(r~.)( ~ cr~jh) 

h=l JtJ. l. l.J J{l. l.J h=l l 
n n 

1$ K 
= ~. )r~ .[13 S c~. (t)dt- EX~ .h ] • 

JtJ. J 0 J h=l J 
n 

The availability of estimators of the four components of error variance now 
.. .. " /'A" ;..:·A A. 

permits' the: estimation of Var(Y) in the form of Var(Y)=C1+c2+c3+c4, and the 

effect on sampling error variance resulting from varying the sampling rates may 

now be estimated. 

Discussion 

This sampling and estimation procedure has several advantages over creel 

census methods which have been used in the past; it also has several disadvantages, 

the least of which is complexity of the computational procedure. The unbiased 

property is the main advantage of this scheme; it is unbiased in tbe statistical 

sense that, given the data called for in the sampling model, the error of the 

estimate has a theoretical expectation equal to o, and it is unbiased in the 

sense of interviewer and-respondent bias since none of the information called 

for is dependent upon the memory or opinions of either party. The chief dis

advantage of this scheme is that it represents inefficient use of time of the 

field personnel; an enumerator conducting the census in·an area segment will be 

standing idle for a large part of the day if the t\~nover of fishermen is low. 

Clearly, a sampling scheme which permitted the e aerator to rove the fishery 

"rould result in greater fisherman contact :per t .merator, and if' this technique 

could be incorporated into a sampling and estimation procedure having the unbiased 

property mentioned above then it would be much preferred to the present scheme. 
. .. 

A second advantage of this prbcedure, though stemming from the unbiased 

property, is the availability of estimates of error variance and its components. 

Fishery biologists in general recognize the _importance of attaching a measure of 

accuracy to point estimates, and strive always to devise sampling procedures 

which allow estimation of error variancee A sampling procedure which does not 

permit unbiase~ point ~~timation can only produce a biased estimate of the measure . . . , '· .. . ' 

of accuracy. ~disadvantage of:the present scheme in this respect is that 
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estimabili ty of error variance requires minimum sample sizes of d ~ 2 1 k 2:2 and 

n~4; that is, 4 or more census enumerators are required to work 2 or more of the 

D days, and the counting man is required to make 2 or more trips on each of these 

2 or more dayse If the fishery is large enough or if several fisheries in an 

area are being surveyed then the use of 5 or more field men may be justified; 

their effort, in this case, could be distributed so as to keep them occupied 

during the entire D-day period with their days randomly allotted among the several 

fisheries or among strata of the large fishery. 
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